Erratum

Perinatal Common Mental Disorders and breastfeeding duration: A cohort study with women from primary sector in Brazil


When this article was originally published, part of Results section was incomplete. Results section on pp 135, the second sentence (line 25–26) should read:

In the multivariate analysis, the following variables were independently associated with BF <4: maternal age (RR: 0.51 (95% CI: 0.33 : 0.79), newborn oral tracheal intubation (RR: 1.92 (95% CI: 1.33 : 2.76) and CMD during both the antenatal and postpartum (RR: 1.47 (95% CI: 1.04 : 2.06).

The original article can be found here:
http://iospress.metapress.com/content/55561355247k6110/?p=386fca4586b94109adb69511f49d559&pi=5.